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HE MARINES have always been an elite club. Their marketing slogan — “the 
few, the proud” — flaunts a philosophy of exclusion and domination. Their 
mandate — “every Marine is a rifleman” — is a reminder to civilian leaders that 
their primary purpose is to fight. They are not nation-builders.  

The Corps is smaller and leaner than the other service branches, and is often the 
most resistant to change. It was a vocal holdout on ending the “don’t ask, don’t tell” 
policy last year. With fewer than 10 percent women, they are also the most male of all the 
services. So the historic announcement that the Marine Corps will open up its infantry 
officer school at Quantico, Va., as well as some ground battalions, to female Marines was 
nothing short of a revolution 236 years in the making. Marines and progressive are not 
two words that are often used together.  

Last Monday night, in a surprise message sent to troops, General James F. Amos, 
the Marine commandant, described the changes. Women will now enter its infantry 
officer course, the grueling classes at Quantico which test an officer’s capabilities under 
stress and physical exhaustion. Graduation from Quantico is a big prize. Women will 
now formally qualify to be assigned to combat roles, the next big hurdle. In addition, 
about 40 women already in the Marines will be assigned to artillery, tank, assault 
amphibian, combat engineer, combat assault, and low-altitude air defense battalions. 
None of these are direct combat troops, but they are exceptionally close to the action.  

From the perspective of changing the combat exclusion rules for women, the 
announcement is like the slow peeling off of a Band-Aid. The course of history, and the 
reality of war, are headed towards full inclusion of women into combat roles. The 
Pentagon’s liberalization of some of the combat rules earlier this year — and the promise 
of further reviews as evidenced in the changes this week — were an acknowledgment 
that antiquated and inconsistent combat regulations are becoming more difficult to defend 
in modern warfare. There is no battle front anymore. Every soldier is a riflewoman.  

These new procedures are admittedly coming a little late given that 225,000 
women have already served in Iraq and Afghanistan. But last week’s announcement is, at 
its core, a move to change military culture. While Defense Secretary Leon Panetta has put 
a necessary focus on fighting the prevalence of sexual assault in its ranks, it is simply not 
enough to ban bad behavior in order to achieve full integration.  

But the Marines? And, to be honest, Commandant Amos? Last we heard from 
him, he was testifying before Congress against ending the prohibition on gays serving in 
the military, suggesting that the military was no place for social engineering. Amos was 
reflecting his troops; in polling of the military, the Marines were the most resistant to the 
“don’t ask, don’t tell” repeal.  

Marines have never been aggressive about change. When President Harry Truman 
desegregated the military in 1948, all-black Marines units persisted. It took the Marines 
until 1952 for full integration of combat troops.  

This slow-roll towards the inevitable is not without its skeptics who worry that the 
Marines will rely on the performance of a few women, who may fail, to judge female 
inclusion rules for everyone. That’s possible, but once doors are opened, it’s awfully hard 
to close them again. Women who join the Marines are the few and the proud as well. And 
it is worth remembering that Shannon 
Faulkner, the young woman who forced 
gender integration at South Carolina’s The 
Citadel, only lasted one week at the grueling 
military school that fought admitting female 
students until the Supreme Court forced its 
doors open. Now, the Citadel is about 7 
percent female.  
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HE MARINES have always been an
elite club. Their marketing slogan
— “the few, the proud” — flaunts a
philosophy of exclusion and domi-

nation. Their mandate — “every Marine is a
rifleman” — is a reminder to civilian lead-
ers that their primary purpose is to fight.
They are not nation-builders.

The Corps is smaller and leaner than the
other service branches, and is often the
most resistant to change. It was a vocal
holdout on ending the “don’t ask, don’t tell”
policy last year. With fewer than 10 percent
women, they are also the most male of all
the services. So the historic announcement
this week that the Marine Corps will open
up its infantry officer school at Quantico,
Va., as well as some ground battalions, to
female Marines was nothing short of a rev-
olution 236 years in the making. Marines
and progressive are not two words that are
often used together.

Last Monday night, in a surprise mes-
sage sent to troops, General James F. Amos,
the Marine commandant, described the
changes. Women will now enter its infantry
officer course, the grueling classes at Quan-
tico which test an officer’s capabilities un-
der stress and physical exhaustion. Gradua-
tion from Quantico is a big prize. Women
will now formally qualify to be assigned to
combat roles, the next big hurdle. In addi-
tion, about 40 women already in the Ma-
rines will be assigned to artillery, tank, as-

sault amphibian, combat engineer, combat
assault, and low-altitude air defense battal-
ions. None of these are direct combat
troops, but they are exceptionally close to
the action.

From the perspective of changing the
combat exclusion rules for women, the an-
nouncement is like the slow peeling off of a
Band-Aid. The course of history, and the re-
ality of war, are headed towards full inclu-
sion of women into combat roles. The Pen-
tagon’s liberalization of some of the combat
rules earlier this year — and the promise of
further reviews as evidenced in the changes
this week — were an acknowledgment that
antiquated and inconsistent combat regula-
tions are becoming more difficult to defend
in modern warfare. There is no battle front
anymore. Every soldier is a riflewoman.

These new procedures are admittedly
coming a little late given that 225,000
women have already served in Iraq and Af-
ghanistan. But last week’s announcement
is, at its core, a move to change military
culture. While Defense Secretary Leon Pa-
netta has put a necessary focus on fighting
the prevalence of sexual assault in its ranks,
it is simply not enough to ban bad behavior
in order to achieve full integration.

But the Marines? And, to be honest,
Commandant Amos? Last we heard from
him, he was testifying before Congress
against ending the prohibition on gays serv-
ing in the military, suggesting that the mili-
tary was no place for social engineering.
Amos was reflecting his troops; in polling
of the military, the Marines were the most
resistant to the “don’t ask, don’t tell” repeal.

Marines have never been aggressive
about change. When President Harry Tru-
man desegregated the military in 1948, all-
black Marines units persisted. It took the
Marines until 1952 for full integration of
combat troops.

This slow-roll towards the inevitable is
not without its skeptics who worry that the
Marines will rely on the performance of a
few women, who may fail, to judge female
inclusion rules for everyone. That’s possi-
ble, but once doors are opened, it’s awfully
hard to close them again. Women who join
the Marines are the few and the proud as
well. And it is worth remembering that
Shannon Faulkner, the young woman who
forced gender integration at South Caroli-
na’s The Citadel, only lasted one week at
the grueling military school that fought ad-
mitting female students until the Supreme
Court forced its doors open. Now, the Cita-
del is about 7 percent female.

This announcement may not be giving
women full equal status, but its significance
is clear: the Marines are taking the Penta-
gon’s calls for continuing reassessments of
gender roles seriously. They may also just
recognize that the rules have outlived reali-
ty. Even Amos admitted, “I’m very bullish
on women.” Not exactly the most sensitive
turn of phrase but, come to think of it,
pretty on point.

Juliette Kayyem can be reached at
jkayyem@globe.com and Twitter @juliette-
kayyem
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women fight
in Marines

Once doors are opened, it’s
awfully hard to close them
again. Women who join the
Marines are the few and
the proud as well.

T
HE CATHOLIC hierarchy
is walling itself off ideo-
logically, intensifying its
campaign to slam shut

church windows opened by the lib-
eralizing Second Vatican Council.
This month alone, the pope has re-
buked the disobedience of Europe-
an priests and, acting through a
Vatican congregation, set in mo-
tion a severe disciplining of Ameri-
can nuns. The US Catholic bishops
advance the pope’s agenda with
their recently announced “religious
liberty” campaign, timed to climax
this summer — a blatant interven-
tion in presidential politics, inevi-
tably favoring the far right wing.

Today’s church is taking “the
Benedict Option,” defined by Rod
Dreher of The American Conserva-
tive as a “pioneering form of drop-
ping out of a barbaric mainstream
culture.” This approach is named
after St. Benedict of Nursia, the
sixth-century founder of monasti-
cism. Joseph Ratzinger, upon his
election as pope in 2005, did not
take the name Benedict by acci-
dent. But the implied parallel is
false: Cloistered and detached as it
seems now, the monastic life was,
in St. Benedict’s day, a model for
forward progress.

The current Benedict’s vision
seeks a purer counter-culture. Like
medieval monasticism, it would
preserve essentials of humane liv-
ing as a dark era dawns. If this re-
action leads to fewer clergy, small-

er congregations, and less main-
stream clout, so be it. Good
riddance to the liberal “relativists,”
implies this Benedict. Welcome
home to the rigid “orthodox.”

If such reactionary moves fur-
ther alienate majorities of Catho-
lics, who have never seen such fer-
vor from the pope or his bishops
on behalf of children abused by
priests, that is the price paid for
the Benedict option. “God is not
concerned so much with great
numbers and with outward suc-
cesses,” the pope said during Holy
Week, “but achieves his victories
under the humble sign of the mus-
tard seed.”

In the sixth century, however,
monasticism meant not detach-
ment from the world but resis-
tance — the repudiation of the im-
perial power of Rome. Monks
evolved structures of life that were
the dead opposite of the empire’s.
The simplicity of vowed poverty,
the elevation of community over
individualism, the defense of criti-
cal intellect against the supersti-
tions of piety, affirmation of the
equality of women (abbesses were
among the most powerful figures
in Europe), and the democratic
polity that made all this possible —
these were main notes of the Bene-
dictine innovation. The papacy —
with opulence leading to deca-
dence, and a deadly mingling of
spiritual and worldly authority —
emerged from the Dark Ages op-

posed to the values enshrined in
monasteries. The papacy still has
its imperial aspect. That is what
the present pope so staunchly de-
fends.

The genius of Catholicism lies
in its having nurtured the monas-
tic impulse as a counterculture —
one pitted not against the world,
but against competing strains of
thought within the church itself.
That is why religious orders of
men and women remain quasi-in-
dependent sources of Catholic
meaning to this day. The hierarchy
and the orders have always been
in tension with each other, and the
Vatican’s move against the Ameri-
can nuns is the latest instance of
that.

Historically, the
pope’s rule was nev-
er absolute. Apart
from the monas-
teries that

still observe St. Benedict’s rule, the
first monk’s truest legacy may be
in an institution usually regarded
as secular: the modern university.
Academic robes, with their hints of
the cowl and scapular, are vestigial
Benedictine habits, a reminder not
only of origins, but of values.
When “orthodox” Catholics assert
against liberals that the church is
not a democracy, they are thinking
too narrowly. The university is not
a democracy either, but, like the
monastery, it stands upon demo-
cratic values. Those in power are
accountable. Members participate
in decisions. Freedom to think
trumps thought control. Collegiali-
ty defines the college. Most impor-
tantly, its criticism extends to it-
self.

The church properly insists on
something more — that all of this
opens toward a beckoning horizon

which can be addressed in the
language of God. When church
leaders mistake themselves for
God, however, the language be-
comes shrill and hollow. This

month’s events show that,
once more, a Benedict is
needed. The other one.

James Carroll will be on
book leave for three
months. His column re-
sumes in August.

JAMES CARROLL

A counterculture of Catholic monks

W
ITH FORMER Dartmouth
College President Jim Kim
taking over the World
Bank, rumors have short-

listed Tim Geithner as his possible re-
placement in Hanover, N.H. If the Dart-
mouth board doesn’t mind uncomfort-
able ironies, the treasury secretary may
soon be headed north. Last
Monday, just 48 hours after
Geithner scolded Europeans
to act “aggressively” and deal
with their long-unfolding debt
crisis, the Trustees for Social
Security and Medicare issued
an annual report showing an
ever-dimmer outlook for our
entitlement programs.

My teenage daughters
would call that moment “awk-
ward!” And for the youth of
America, the consequences of
putting off overdue budget re-
forms become more palpable
every day. While Medicare in-
solvency is forecast for 2024, the same
as last year, Social Security goes insol-
vent by 2033 — three years sooner than
previous predictions. “We’re not Eu-
rope,” the saying goes, and that’s a good
thing, too. But Europe’s move into un-
charted waters is serious. It will become
more so over the summer — and seems
more and more likely to set the tone for
our own elections in November.

As part of last week’s G-20 meetings,
European ministers successfully in-
creased their “stabilization” fund to
nearly $1 trillion. The International
Monetary Fund has also expanded its
emergency backstop to $700 billion. The
only problem is that no one really
knows whether this will be sufficient if
things go south in a country the size of
Spain or France. It’s like Roy Scheider’s
epiphany in “Jaws”: By the time you re-

alize “you’re gonna need a bigger boat,”
it’s too late.

In Europe, the financial instability
has now metastasized into widespread
upheaval. Last week, the Dutch govern-
ment collapsed amid deadlocked budget
talks; in France, Nicolas Sarkozy is fin-
ished. After trailing in the first round of

presidential voting, only a mira-
cle could deliver the incumbent
a victory in the runoff next
month. Francois Hollande, the
Socialist expected to prevail,
has not only rejected the Euro-
pean Central Bank’s call for
budget restraint, but wants to
renegotiate the European Fiscal
Compact as well.

No one likes budget cuts.
Life would be simpler if money
were free and debt had no con-
sequence. But carrying govern-
ment debts equal to the size of
a country’s entire economy is
dangerous. Ask the Greeks.

Austerity may be difficult. In the long
run, however, default, economic stagna-
tion, and a devalued currency are far
worse.

Even more pressing, Spain has en-
tered a kind of financial limbo. The
markets have pushed up interest rates
on its sovereign debt, politicians work
frantically to remake the budget, and
big debts come due in the next six
months. Everyone wants to believe that
investors will continue to step forward
to buy the country’s bonds, but the
Spanish banks that have been big pur-
chasers recently are just about tapped
dry.

In America, as in parts of Europe,
there is a sense that we’ve all been re-
duced to spectators. The second round
of presidential voting in France takes
place the same day as parliamentary

elections in Greece; Ireland fol-
lows with a referendum on the Fiscal
Compact in late May; French parliamen-
tary elections take place in June, and
the Dutch elections have been called for
September.

Their debates should resonate with
American voters as we contemplate the
risks of unchecked spending and the ex-
pansion of the welfare state. One of the
fundamental mistakes in Europe has
been to blindly equate government
spending with growth. But economic
strength is about more than just this
month’s unemployment rate or GDP
numbers. It’s far more important to ask
whether spending levels are sustainable,
whether tax and regulatory policies are
competitive, and whether we are leaving
the next generation with more freedom
and less debt — or the opposite.

Presidential elections in America are
rarely about foreign policy. But events
overseas will at least shape the cam-
paign, which will focus public attention
on the consequences of the record
spending and deficits of the past three
years. With President Obama proposing
another $1 trillion deficit for 2013, the
national debt is at a post-war peak and
rising.

In the end of “Jaws,” the Orca proved
to be a big enough boat — just barely —
to kill the shark menacing the people of
Amity. But a lot of damage was done in
the process. With protests, riots, and
governments coming down across Eu-
rope, let’s hope that we have seen the
worst in the fight to save the euro. I’m
not betting on it. If he’s really thinking
about that job at Dartmouth, neither is
Tim Geithner.

John E. Sununu, a regular Globe con-
tributor, is a former US senator from
New Hampshire.

JOHN E. SUNUNU

Scary waters
As Europe scrambles to avoid economic danger,
risks in US spending policies become evident
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deal with their
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Commandant Amos? Last we heard from
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against ending the prohibition on gays serv-
ing in the military, suggesting that the mili-
tary was no place for social engineering.
Amos was reflecting his troops; in polling
of the military, the Marines were the most
resistant to the “don’t ask, don’t tell” repeal.

Marines have never been aggressive
about change. When President Harry Tru-
man desegregated the military in 1948, all-
black Marines units persisted. It took the
Marines until 1952 for full integration of
combat troops.

This slow-roll towards the inevitable is
not without its skeptics who worry that the
Marines will rely on the performance of a
few women, who may fail, to judge female
inclusion rules for everyone. That’s possi-
ble, but once doors are opened, it’s awfully
hard to close them again. Women who join
the Marines are the few and the proud as
well. And it is worth remembering that
Shannon Faulkner, the young woman who
forced gender integration at South Caroli-
na’s The Citadel, only lasted one week at
the grueling military school that fought ad-
mitting female students until the Supreme
Court forced its doors open. Now, the Cita-
del is about 7 percent female.

This announcement may not be giving
women full equal status, but its significance
is clear: the Marines are taking the Penta-
gon’s calls for continuing reassessments of
gender roles seriously. They may also just
recognize that the rules have outlived reali-
ty. Even Amos admitted, “I’m very bullish
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nearly $1 trillion. The International
Monetary Fund has also expanded its
emergency backstop to $700 billion. The
only problem is that no one really
knows whether this will be sufficient if
things go south in a country the size of
Spain or France. It’s like Roy Scheider’s
epiphany in “Jaws”: By the time you re-

alize “you’re gonna need a bigger boat,”
it’s too late.

In Europe, the financial instability
has now metastasized into widespread
upheaval. Last week, the Dutch govern-
ment collapsed amid deadlocked budget
talks; in France, Nicolas Sarkozy is fin-
ished. After trailing in the first round of
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cle could deliver the incumbent
a victory in the runoff next
month. Francois Hollande, the
Socialist expected to prevail,
has not only rejected the Euro-
pean Central Bank’s call for
budget restraint, but wants to
renegotiate the European Fiscal
Compact as well.

No one likes budget cuts.
Life would be simpler if money
were free and debt had no con-
sequence. But carrying govern-
ment debts equal to the size of
a country’s entire economy is
dangerous. Ask the Greeks.

Austerity may be difficult. In the long
run, however, default, economic stagna-
tion, and a devalued currency are far
worse.

Even more pressing, Spain has en-
tered a kind of financial limbo. The
markets have pushed up interest rates
on its sovereign debt, politicians work
frantically to remake the budget, and
big debts come due in the next six
months. Everyone wants to believe that
investors will continue to step forward
to buy the country’s bonds, but the
Spanish banks that have been big pur-
chasers recently are just about tapped
dry.

In America, as in parts of Europe,
there is a sense that we’ve all been re-
duced to spectators. The second round
of presidential voting in France takes
place the same day as parliamentary
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lows with a referendum on the Fiscal
Compact in late May; French parliamen-
tary elections take place in June, and
the Dutch elections have been called for
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strength is about more than just this
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competitive, and whether we are leaving
the next generation with more freedom
and less debt — or the opposite.

Presidential elections in America are
rarely about foreign policy. But events
overseas will at least shape the cam-
paign, which will focus public attention
on the consequences of the record
spending and deficits of the past three
years. With President Obama proposing
another $1 trillion deficit for 2013, the
national debt is at a post-war peak and
rising.

In the end of “Jaws,” the Orca proved
to be a big enough boat — just barely —
to kill the shark menacing the people of
Amity. But a lot of damage was done in
the process. With protests, riots, and
governments coming down across Eu-
rope, let’s hope that we have seen the
worst in the fight to save the euro. I’m
not betting on it. If he’s really thinking
about that job at Dartmouth, neither is
Tim Geithner.

John E. Sununu, a regular Globe con-
tributor, is a former US senator from
New Hampshire.
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T
HE MARINES have always been an
elite club. Their marketing slogan
— “the few, the proud” — flaunts a
philosophy of exclusion and domi-

nation. Their mandate — “every Marine is a
rifleman” — is a reminder to civilian lead-
ers that their primary purpose is to fight.
They are not nation-builders.

The Corps is smaller and leaner than the
other service branches, and is often the
most resistant to change. It was a vocal
holdout on ending the “don’t ask, don’t tell”
policy last year. With fewer than 10 percent
women, they are also the most male of all
the services. So the historic announcement
this week that the Marine Corps will open
up its infantry officer school at Quantico,
Va., as well as some ground battalions, to
female Marines was nothing short of a rev-
olution 236 years in the making. Marines
and progressive are not two words that are
often used together.

Last Monday night, in a surprise mes-
sage sent to troops, General James F. Amos,
the Marine commandant, described the
changes. Women will now enter its infantry
officer course, the grueling classes at Quan-
tico which test an officer’s capabilities un-
der stress and physical exhaustion. Gradua-
tion from Quantico is a big prize. Women
will now formally qualify to be assigned to
combat roles, the next big hurdle. In addi-
tion, about 40 women already in the Ma-
rines will be assigned to artillery, tank, as-

sault amphibian, combat engineer, combat
assault, and low-altitude air defense battal-
ions. None of these are direct combat
troops, but they are exceptionally close to
the action.

From the perspective of changing the
combat exclusion rules for women, the an-
nouncement is like the slow peeling off of a
Band-Aid. The course of history, and the re-
ality of war, are headed towards full inclu-
sion of women into combat roles. The Pen-
tagon’s liberalization of some of the combat
rules earlier this year — and the promise of
further reviews as evidenced in the changes
this week — were an acknowledgment that
antiquated and inconsistent combat regula-
tions are becoming more difficult to defend
in modern warfare. There is no battle front
anymore. Every soldier is a riflewoman.

These new procedures are admittedly
coming a little late given that 225,000
women have already served in Iraq and Af-
ghanistan. But last week’s announcement
is, at its core, a move to change military
culture. While Defense Secretary Leon Pa-
netta has put a necessary focus on fighting
the prevalence of sexual assault in its ranks,
it is simply not enough to ban bad behavior
in order to achieve full integration.

But the Marines? And, to be honest,
Commandant Amos? Last we heard from
him, he was testifying before Congress
against ending the prohibition on gays serv-
ing in the military, suggesting that the mili-
tary was no place for social engineering.
Amos was reflecting his troops; in polling
of the military, the Marines were the most
resistant to the “don’t ask, don’t tell” repeal.

Marines have never been aggressive
about change. When President Harry Tru-
man desegregated the military in 1948, all-
black Marines units persisted. It took the
Marines until 1952 for full integration of
combat troops.

This slow-roll towards the inevitable is
not without its skeptics who worry that the
Marines will rely on the performance of a
few women, who may fail, to judge female
inclusion rules for everyone. That’s possi-
ble, but once doors are opened, it’s awfully
hard to close them again. Women who join
the Marines are the few and the proud as
well. And it is worth remembering that
Shannon Faulkner, the young woman who
forced gender integration at South Caroli-
na’s The Citadel, only lasted one week at
the grueling military school that fought ad-
mitting female students until the Supreme
Court forced its doors open. Now, the Cita-
del is about 7 percent female.

This announcement may not be giving
women full equal status, but its significance
is clear: the Marines are taking the Penta-
gon’s calls for continuing reassessments of
gender roles seriously. They may also just
recognize that the rules have outlived reali-
ty. Even Amos admitted, “I’m very bullish
on women.” Not exactly the most sensitive
turn of phrase but, come to think of it,
pretty on point.

Juliette Kayyem can be reached at
jkayyem@globe.com and Twitter @juliette-
kayyem
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Once doors are opened, it’s
awfully hard to close them
again. Women who join the
Marines are the few and
the proud as well.

T
HE CATHOLIC hierarchy
is walling itself off ideo-
logically, intensifying its
campaign to slam shut

church windows opened by the lib-
eralizing Second Vatican Council.
This month alone, the pope has re-
buked the disobedience of Europe-
an priests and, acting through a
Vatican congregation, set in mo-
tion a severe disciplining of Ameri-
can nuns. The US Catholic bishops
advance the pope’s agenda with
their recently announced “religious
liberty” campaign, timed to climax
this summer — a blatant interven-
tion in presidential politics, inevi-
tably favoring the far right wing.

Today’s church is taking “the
Benedict Option,” defined by Rod
Dreher of The American Conserva-
tive as a “pioneering form of drop-
ping out of a barbaric mainstream
culture.” This approach is named
after St. Benedict of Nursia, the
sixth-century founder of monasti-
cism. Joseph Ratzinger, upon his
election as pope in 2005, did not
take the name Benedict by acci-
dent. But the implied parallel is
false: Cloistered and detached as it
seems now, the monastic life was,
in St. Benedict’s day, a model for
forward progress.

The current Benedict’s vision
seeks a purer counter-culture. Like
medieval monasticism, it would
preserve essentials of humane liv-
ing as a dark era dawns. If this re-
action leads to fewer clergy, small-

er congregations, and less main-
stream clout, so be it. Good
riddance to the liberal “relativists,”
implies this Benedict. Welcome
home to the rigid “orthodox.”

If such reactionary moves fur-
ther alienate majorities of Catho-
lics, who have never seen such fer-
vor from the pope or his bishops
on behalf of children abused by
priests, that is the price paid for
the Benedict option. “God is not
concerned so much with great
numbers and with outward suc-
cesses,” the pope said during Holy
Week, “but achieves his victories
under the humble sign of the mus-
tard seed.”

In the sixth century, however,
monasticism meant not detach-
ment from the world but resis-
tance — the repudiation of the im-
perial power of Rome. Monks
evolved structures of life that were
the dead opposite of the empire’s.
The simplicity of vowed poverty,
the elevation of community over
individualism, the defense of criti-
cal intellect against the supersti-
tions of piety, affirmation of the
equality of women (abbesses were
among the most powerful figures
in Europe), and the democratic
polity that made all this possible —
these were main notes of the Bene-
dictine innovation. The papacy —
with opulence leading to deca-
dence, and a deadly mingling of
spiritual and worldly authority —
emerged from the Dark Ages op-

posed to the values enshrined in
monasteries. The papacy still has
its imperial aspect. That is what
the present pope so staunchly de-
fends.

The genius of Catholicism lies
in its having nurtured the monas-
tic impulse as a counterculture —
one pitted not against the world,
but against competing strains of
thought within the church itself.
That is why religious orders of
men and women remain quasi-in-
dependent sources of Catholic
meaning to this day. The hierarchy
and the orders have always been
in tension with each other, and the
Vatican’s move against the Ameri-
can nuns is the latest instance of
that.

Historically, the
pope’s rule was nev-
er absolute. Apart
from the monas-
teries that

still observe St. Benedict’s rule, the
first monk’s truest legacy may be
in an institution usually regarded
as secular: the modern university.
Academic robes, with their hints of
the cowl and scapular, are vestigial
Benedictine habits, a reminder not
only of origins, but of values.
When “orthodox” Catholics assert
against liberals that the church is
not a democracy, they are thinking
too narrowly. The university is not
a democracy either, but, like the
monastery, it stands upon demo-
cratic values. Those in power are
accountable. Members participate
in decisions. Freedom to think
trumps thought control. Collegiali-
ty defines the college. Most impor-
tantly, its criticism extends to it-
self.

The church properly insists on
something more — that all of this
opens toward a beckoning horizon

which can be addressed in the
language of God. When church
leaders mistake themselves for
God, however, the language be-
comes shrill and hollow. This

month’s events show that,
once more, a Benedict is
needed. The other one.

James Carroll will be on
book leave for three
months. His column re-
sumes in August.
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W
ITH FORMER Dartmouth
College President Jim Kim
taking over the World
Bank, rumors have short-

listed Tim Geithner as his possible re-
placement in Hanover, N.H. If the Dart-
mouth board doesn’t mind uncomfort-
able ironies, the treasury secretary may
soon be headed north. Last
Monday, just 48 hours after
Geithner scolded Europeans
to act “aggressively” and deal
with their long-unfolding debt
crisis, the Trustees for Social
Security and Medicare issued
an annual report showing an
ever-dimmer outlook for our
entitlement programs.

My teenage daughters
would call that moment “awk-
ward!” And for the youth of
America, the consequences of
putting off overdue budget re-
forms become more palpable
every day. While Medicare in-
solvency is forecast for 2024, the same
as last year, Social Security goes insol-
vent by 2033 — three years sooner than
previous predictions. “We’re not Eu-
rope,” the saying goes, and that’s a good
thing, too. But Europe’s move into un-
charted waters is serious. It will become
more so over the summer — and seems
more and more likely to set the tone for
our own elections in November.

As part of last week’s G-20 meetings,
European ministers successfully in-
creased their “stabilization” fund to
nearly $1 trillion. The International
Monetary Fund has also expanded its
emergency backstop to $700 billion. The
only problem is that no one really
knows whether this will be sufficient if
things go south in a country the size of
Spain or France. It’s like Roy Scheider’s
epiphany in “Jaws”: By the time you re-

alize “you’re gonna need a bigger boat,”
it’s too late.

In Europe, the financial instability
has now metastasized into widespread
upheaval. Last week, the Dutch govern-
ment collapsed amid deadlocked budget
talks; in France, Nicolas Sarkozy is fin-
ished. After trailing in the first round of

presidential voting, only a mira-
cle could deliver the incumbent
a victory in the runoff next
month. Francois Hollande, the
Socialist expected to prevail,
has not only rejected the Euro-
pean Central Bank’s call for
budget restraint, but wants to
renegotiate the European Fiscal
Compact as well.

No one likes budget cuts.
Life would be simpler if money
were free and debt had no con-
sequence. But carrying govern-
ment debts equal to the size of
a country’s entire economy is
dangerous. Ask the Greeks.

Austerity may be difficult. In the long
run, however, default, economic stagna-
tion, and a devalued currency are far
worse.

Even more pressing, Spain has en-
tered a kind of financial limbo. The
markets have pushed up interest rates
on its sovereign debt, politicians work
frantically to remake the budget, and
big debts come due in the next six
months. Everyone wants to believe that
investors will continue to step forward
to buy the country’s bonds, but the
Spanish banks that have been big pur-
chasers recently are just about tapped
dry.

In America, as in parts of Europe,
there is a sense that we’ve all been re-
duced to spectators. The second round
of presidential voting in France takes
place the same day as parliamentary

elections in Greece; Ireland fol-
lows with a referendum on the Fiscal
Compact in late May; French parliamen-
tary elections take place in June, and
the Dutch elections have been called for
September.

Their debates should resonate with
American voters as we contemplate the
risks of unchecked spending and the ex-
pansion of the welfare state. One of the
fundamental mistakes in Europe has
been to blindly equate government
spending with growth. But economic
strength is about more than just this
month’s unemployment rate or GDP
numbers. It’s far more important to ask
whether spending levels are sustainable,
whether tax and regulatory policies are
competitive, and whether we are leaving
the next generation with more freedom
and less debt — or the opposite.

Presidential elections in America are
rarely about foreign policy. But events
overseas will at least shape the cam-
paign, which will focus public attention
on the consequences of the record
spending and deficits of the past three
years. With President Obama proposing
another $1 trillion deficit for 2013, the
national debt is at a post-war peak and
rising.

In the end of “Jaws,” the Orca proved
to be a big enough boat — just barely —
to kill the shark menacing the people of
Amity. But a lot of damage was done in
the process. With protests, riots, and
governments coming down across Eu-
rope, let’s hope that we have seen the
worst in the fight to save the euro. I’m
not betting on it. If he’s really thinking
about that job at Dartmouth, neither is
Tim Geithner.

John E. Sununu, a regular Globe con-
tributor, is a former US senator from
New Hampshire.
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This announcement may not be giving women full equal status, but its 
significance is clear: the Marines are taking the Pentagon’s calls for continuing 
reassessments of gender roles seriously. They may also just recognize that the rules have 
outlived reality. Even Amos admitted, “I’m very bullish on women.” Not exactly the 
most sensitive turn of phrase but, come to think of it, pretty on point.  
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